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1. INT. LECTURE ROOM - DAY

TABLEAU:

LECTURER points at the PROTAGONIST, displeased.

LECTURER

(Mumbles)

You’d lose your head if it wasn’t

screwed on!

FADE TO BLACK: TITLE SHOWS

"You’d Lose You’re Head If It Wasn’t Screwed On"

2. INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT

FADE IN:

The PROTAGONIST unscrews head from body.

OVER THE SHOULDER:

The PROTAGONIST places it down on the bedside table.

MONTAGE / TIMELAPSE:

The PROTAGONIST asleep (without a head).

3. INT. BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING

FADE IN:

Alarm clock rings

CLOSE UP:

Arm reaches in, turns off alarm.

MEDIUM:

Bed covers are thrown back. The PROTAGONIST rotates around,

sits on the edge of the bed for a moment, stands up, then

walks out of frame. (NOTE - we do not see the head of the

protagonist). The light turns on. The duvet cover peels

back; the bed makes itself.



2.

4. INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUED

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

A pair of JEANS emerge from a pile of clothes heaped on a

chair.

PAN:

The JEANS make their way across the floor, then climb up on

to the bed.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

A SHIRT emerges from the same pile of clothes. It slips off

on to the floor.

PAN:

The SHIRT makes its way across the floor. It climbs up on to

the bed to arrange itself above the JEANS (Time dependent:

Add a sequence of socks coming out of drawers to complete

the outfit).

5. INT. BEDROOM - LATER

POV:

The PROTAGONIST walks over to the table, pushes down on the

plunger of a cafetiere, pours a cup of coffee, lifts the cup

to take a sip.

PROTAGONIST

(Surprised)

*GASP*

POV:

The PROTAGONIST slams the cup on to the table then looks

down at a puddle of coffee on the floor. The PROTAGONIST

reaches up, towards face, and realise the absence of their

head.

6. INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUED

POV:

PROTAGONIST looks around the room, frantic, panicked.

Characters (objects) on the mantelpiece catch the

PROTAGONIST’s attention.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

PROTAGONIST

(Desperate)

Have you seen my head?

7. INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUED

CLOSE UP:

The first character, GIRAFFE shakes side-to-side as a

negative gesture.

PAN:

To the next character.

CLOSE UP:

The HORSE backs away, denies the question and nods toward

another character.

PAN:

To a wooden egg next to the HORSE.

CLOSE UP:

The wooden egg unscrews, the top half lifts off to reveal

wooden SOLDIERS inside.

EXTREME CLOSE UP:

The SOLDIERS all shake their heads, implying they haven’t

seen the head.

PAN:

Over to the other side of the mantelpiece.

CLOSE UP:

The CHOCOMAN sits on a clock, points to himself, gesturing

’me?’, disagrees then points towards another character.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

A SALAD FINGERS figurine stands in its plastic casing. The

cardboard insert in the back of the casing lifts up. The

plastic casing moves away. SALAD FINGERS’s head shakes

side-to-side, then points off screen.



4.

8. INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUED

The PROTAGONIST’s head appears.

OVER THE SHOULDER:

The PROTAGONIST reaches in, picks up the head.

OFF SCREEN:

The PROTAGONIST screws the head back on.

9. INT. BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING

FADE IN:

Alarm clock rings

CLOSE UP:

Arm reaches in, turns off alarm.

MEDIUM:

Bed covers are thrown back. The PROTAGONIST rotates around,

sits on the edge of the bed for a moment, stands up, then

walks out of frame.

The light turns on.

The protagonist walks back into frame, makes the bed, (NOTE:

we see the protagonist’s head for the first time) then walks

off screen.

FADE TO BLACK: CREDITS SHOW

’Made by Cathie Carter’


